
Pre Bushfire Insurance Advice   

• Be Insured 

Many homeowners feel that premiums have risen so much in recent years that they 

cannot afford to maintain their policy. However their house is their most expensive asset 

and cannot be replaced after a disaster unless it is insured. If you are struggling 

financially see your accountant, a community based financial counsellor or speak to your 

insurer about payment options or a cheaper policy. 

• Last Minute Policies 

In 2009 some homeowners purchased insurance at the last minute – literally as the fire 

came over the hill. Most insurers have now imposed a 24 hour waiting period before a 

policy is activated. So insure well in advance of a fire! 

• Types of Cover 

There are two basic types of home building insurance: 

o Sum Insured where you nominate the cover needed to rebuild your property + 

usually based on an estimate from an online calculator. 

o Replacement cover where the insurer agrees to rebuild your property with 

unlimited cover. 

 

• Know your property 

In the aftermath of a disaster many homeowners are too stressed to accurately describe 

their home and belongings. This may seem strange but is not uncommon. Take photos 

of your home, inside and outside, and of your contents, particularly valuable items. And 

don’t keep the photos in your home – put them somewhere safe! 

• The Cost of rebuilding 

During the past 10 years most local government has changed building and planning 

regulations to require all new buildings to meet bush fire attack levels based on exposure 

to fire risk. These changes have greatly increased the cost of rebuilding new properties. 

It is important to make sure that your sum insured is based on the new building 

requirements and not the cost of rebuilding your existing structure, particularly, if the 

home was built many years ago. 

• Understand your Policy 

Make sure you understand your policy so that if something does happen you know your 

entitlements. This can relate to accessing emergency accommodation, accessing 

emergency funds or understanding the cost and process of clearing a property after a 

fire.  

• General Insurance Code of Practice 



The Insurance Council of Australia has a General Insurance Code of Practice for all 

insurers. The Code includes a section designed to assist consumers in the event of a 

natural disaster. The Code covers urgent responses to claims, access to emergency 

funds and a right to review a claim within 12 months in case there was an oversight or 

misunderstanding on the part of the consumer. 

• Elderly or Vulnerable Neighbours 

Think about whether you have elderly or vulnerable neighbours who may need advice or 

assistance to maintain their insurance arrangements. 

• Business Cover 

There are a range of insurance  policies to cover business needs. These are usually 

arranged through a broker and need to be reviewed regularly with the broker. It is unwise 

to simply increase cover with inflation as this may lead to underinsurance. 

One contentious policy covers business interruption caused by disasters. In many 

instances the policy covers loss of the business premises but not loss of customers 

which is common in bushfires. 


